The one-camera solution: IntraOne

Intravis GmbH, known for vision inspection systems for the plastic packaging industry, launched IntraOne, a one-camera solution combining the advantages of a smart camera with Intravis’s IntraVision software at Drinktec 2017.

IntraOne can be used for various inspections on preforms, closures, bottles, containers, labels or decorations and can be integrated into any production line. Intravis can use its powerful IntraVision software due to the industrial PC integrated into the camera. The user-friendly software is pre-installed, ready for operation, and does not have to be configured separately.

The system inspects for typical defects such as contamination, colour or contour deviation or even any types of damages with inspection speeds up to 30 pc./sec. By entering the smart-camera market, Intravis now offers its customers a cost-effective turn-key solution in combination with its proprietary software.